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Preface

In the five thousand years of Chinese history, 
numerous forms of brilliant folk culture, which appeal to 
both refined and popular taste, have sprung up in various 
locations, forming a “great garden” of Chinese cultures 
and arts. In this garden, a wide variety of art forms 
created by the Chinese people have been enriched and 
refined through the ages, and have been well-received 
and enjoyed by the public. Huishan Clay Figurines are a 
precious bloom in the “great garden” of Chinese cultures 
and arts.

Huishan Clay Figurines originated in the city of Wuxi 
in Jiangsu Province. Wuxi is bisected by the Beijing-
Hangzhou Grand Canal and is surrounded by green 
waters and charming natural scenery. More than seven 
thousand years ago in this region of rivers and lakes, a 
land of plenty, the activities of Wuxi ancestors opened 
the curtain of civilization. As this city grew to establish 
well-developed light industry, it was referred to as 
“Little Shanghai.” Today’s Huishan Clay Figurines are 
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Huishan Clay Figurines

a continuation of an ancient tradition of clay figurines in 
the Jiangnan region (lands immediately to the south of the 
lower reaches of the Yangtze River). 

Huishan Clay Figurines can be divided into two types, 
one molded (known as “Coarse Products”) and the other 
made by hand (known as “Fine Products”). The molded 
Coarse Products include children’s toys such as the 
chubby baby figure called Da A Fu, the little girl figure 
called Xiao Huanan, the Ruyi (an S-shaped ornament, a 
symbol of good luck), Spring Cattle, Cat for Silkworm 
Rearing Families (to scare away mice who would eat 
silkworm cocoons), etc., reflecting wishes for good luck 
in a farming culture. These images are simple, ingenuous, 
innocent, colorful, splendid, and tastefully crafted. The 
hand-made figures are more delicate and vivid, and 
include a variety of characters that are largely based on 
traditional Chinese operas. Therefore, this type of clay 
figurines is sometimes referred to as “hand-made opera 
figurines.” With an impressionistic style, these images are 
vivid, elegant and affecting.

For hundreds of years, as a unique artistic genre 
with vivid colors and strong folk flavor from the south, 
Huishan Clay Figurines have not only carried and 
conveyed the Chinese people’s emotions, but have also 
enriched the heritage of China’s long-lasting folk culture. 
These outstanding representatives of Chinese clay art 
have been called “the colorful folk art made of clay with 
the most oriental tones.”
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Huishan: the No. 1 Mountain in Jiangnan



A Flower Has Bloomed 
for Four Hundred Years

1. Huishan Clay Figurines and Related 
Legends

Nobody knows when exactly people in Huishan 
started to make clay figurines. The official 

history books at the time did not recognize the value of 
these items, and thus rarely wrote about them. For this 
reason, the exact time of the origin of Huishan Clay 
Figurines is a mystery. However, there are a lot of folk 
legends about these clay figurines. 

According to one of the folk legends, Huishan Clay 
Figurines were associated with Sun Bin, a military 
strategist in the Warring States era (476-221 BCE). 
At that time, Guiguzi (a clever strategist) had two 
apprentices, Pang Juan and Sun Bin, who were both 
famous and skillful strategists. Pang was jealous of Sun 
and plotted against him, framing him for a crime. As his 
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Huishan Clay Figurines
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People leisurely enjoying the beautiful 
afternoon scenery at the foot of Huishan,



Huishan Clay Figurines
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Today’s Heng Street, Huishan



Huishan Clay Figurines

punishment, Sun’s kneecaps were removed and he was 
unable to walk. However, Sun managed to flee to the 
Huishan area, where he made clay figurines for a living. 
He made a lot of clay figurines and horses in order to 
study Peng’s tactics of “Five Mine Array of the Line-
up.” Later, Sun served as a military adviser in the state 
of Qi. During a battle with the state of Wei, Sun used 
tactics he studied at Huishan to eventually defeat and 
kill Pang. After that, his skills of making clay figurines 
at Huishan were passed down to Huishan residents, who 
also started to make clay figurines, and Sun was treated as 
the “creator” or “father” of the Huishan Clay Figurines.

Another widespread legend was that Liu Bowen, a 
Ming Dynasty statesman, was the first person to make 
Huishan Clay Figurines at the beginning of the reign 
of the Ming’s founding emperor, Zhu Yuanzhang. One 
day, the emperor sent Liu Bowen to conduct a survey 
in his capacity as military advisor. When Liu arrived at 
Huishan, he found that that region had the atmosphere 
of an independent kingdom, and was afraid that another 
emperor might rise from this region, which would 
destabilize the Ming Dynasty. Thus Liu decided to teach 
the local people to dig at the foothill of Huishan Mountain 
to get clay for making figurines, and to make money by 
selling the clay figurines. By doing this, Liu could destroy 
the great natural fengshui that mysteriously presaged the 
emergence of another emperor from this area. Liu taught 
people to make clay figurines of generals and kings based 
on the superstitious belief that no true generals or kings 
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would emerge if they were made of clay instead. He 
certainly did not realize that this superstition would create 
a large number of great folk artists specialized in making 
the exquisite Huishan Clay Figurines.

The third legend associated with the creation of 
Huishan Clay Figurines was that an ancient sculptor 
specialized in Buddhist sculpture left Shandong to escape 
a natural disaster, and arrived at Huishan, where he 
found that the fine and glossy Huishan clay was perfect 
for sculpting. He decided 
to live there to make clay 
figurines for a living. The 
sign on the store he opened 
contained a Northern dialect 
word for “play,” indicating 
that his wares were to be used 
for fun. Others followed in 
his footsteps, and as more 
a n d  m o r e  a r t i s a n s  m a d e 
clay figurines similar to his, 
H u i s h a n  C l a y  F i g u r i n e s 
developed.

T h e  l e g e n d s  a b o u t  a 
“creator” of Huishan Clay 
F i g u r i n e s  w e r e  c r e a t e d 
because those artists did not 
have a secure livelihood. They 
fantasized about someone 
who would shelter them by 

Molds used for making 
clay figurines

A Flower Has Bloomed for Four Hundred Years
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Huishan Clay Figurines

serving as a patriarch or a deity. In order to show how 
glorious and noble their careers were, the artists had 
to pick a prestigious historical figure to be an icon for 
their business. It was a common practice in ancient craft 
guilds to select and worship a “creator” or “founder” of 
their profession, just like opera singers used to worship 
Li Longji, a Tang Dynasty emperor, as their patriarch. 
Obviously, a prestigious figure serving as a creator of 
Huishan Clay Figurines was a bit farfetched, but these 
legends revealed the indigenousness of Huishan Clay 
Figurines. A layer of myth was often added upon the 
founding process of many folk arts. Of course, the real 
creators of Huishan Clay Figurines were not mythical 
figures, but were industrious and intelligent working 
common people.

2. The Historical Development of Huishan 
Clay Figurines

Written historical records of the Huishan Clay 
Figurines date back 400 years. Ming Dynasty writings 
have accounts of the trade of clay figurines near Huishan. 
Early Huishan Clay Figurines generally included deities, 
human figures, and a variety of animals. The deities, 
usually propitious traditional gods, were sold for use in 
worship, whereas the figurines of people and animals 
were usually used as children’s toys. The molded “Coarse 
Products,”with their bright colors and uninhibited and 
slightly exaggerated forms and expressions, were made 
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Clay rooster

The God of wealth The God of wealth

A Flower Has Bloomed for Four Hundred Years
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Huishan Clay Figurines

for children and peasants in urban and rural areas. 
From the mid Ming Dynasty to the Qing Dynasty, 

Kun operas were very popular in the city of Wuxi. 
Professional Opera Troupes from Anhui and Beijing 
often performed in Wuxi during the early and mid 
Qing Dynasty. At the same time, less formal local 
opera performances were also very frequent in the 
agricultural off-season and during times and events such 
as pilgrimage periods, the “new cocoon” season, Temple 
Fairs (Chinese cultural gathering traditionally adjacent 
to temples), events marking the enshrining of ancestral 
halls and genealogy records, etc. Located at the urban 
fringe, Huishan has had many temples and ancestral halls 
since ancient times. The larger temples and halls all had a 
stage for performances dedicated to the worship of deities 
and ancestors. All these opera performances provided 
producers of clay figurine with great opportunities to 
observe and learn, resulting in the development of a 
special kind of single-mold 10-cm tall figurines called 
“Little Opera Characters.” Because the figurines were 
displayed on a piece of clay board, they were referred to 
as a “Little Plate Opera”.

With the rise in the popularity of Kun and Beijing 
operas, the makers of Huishan Clay Figurine artists 
developed a new direction in their work as they 
reached a more mature stage; thus “hand-made opera 
figurines,” which were based on Kun and Beijing opera 
characters, were born. The artists employed the hand-
pinching method to create images of characters based on 
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Little Plate Opera 2

Little Plate Opera 1

A Flower Has Bloomed for Four Hundred Years
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Huishan Clay Figurines

Little Plate Opera 4, The Water Attack

Little Plate Opera 3
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operas, myths, legends, and folk tales. In contrast to the 
previously mentioned method based on a single mold to 
produce “Coarse Products,” the hand-pinching method 
allowed artists to create exquisitely decorated figurines in 
a natural, vivid, and more colorful fashion, and thus this 
new type of figurines was referred to as “Fine Products”.

Legend holds that the family-based professional 
workshops of the Yuan, Jiang, Zhu, and Qian families 
began seasonal production of figurines during the 
reign of the Emperor Qianlong (1711-1799). During 
the reign of the Emperor Xianfeng (1831-1861), as 
production of Huishan Clay Figurines began to flourish, 

Different tools for making clay figurines

Head mold of Huishan clay figurines in the early days

A Flower Has Bloomed for Four Hundred Years
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Huishan Clay Figurines

large professional stores such as Qian Wangfeng, Jiang 
Wansheng, Zhang Wanfeng, Hu Wansheng, and Zhou 
Kunji opened their doors. From then on, workshops grew 
rapidly, and the scale of production was increasingly 
expanded. Due to the strong yearly sales and growing 
scale, a business that originally had a seasonal sideline 
nature grew to form a year-round industry. 

After the Taiping Uprising (1850-1864), with the 
rapid development of local industry and commerce in 
Wuxi, merchants gathered at transportation docks that 
were trade hubs for both land and river routes. Thus 
the market for Huishan Clay Figurines was largely 
expanded. Particularly in expanding urban markets, 
the demand for these figures continuously increased. 
Increased communication and interaction among various 
traditional folk artists from different regions created a 
great opportunity for the development of Huishan Clay 
Figurines. In addition, as the figurines were strongly 
grounded in folk tradition and had attained a very high 
artistic level, in the following half-century or more they 
flourished more than at any other point in history.

At the time between the end of Qing Dynasty in 
1912 and the establishment of the People’s Republic of 
China in 1949, the people lived in turmoil because of 
frequent wars. The clay figurine art was also devastated. 
World War II caused the closure of workshops and the 
unemployment of clay figurine artists. After the Anti-
Japanese war ended in 1945, some production of Huishan 
Clay Figurines was recovered, but the figures lost the 
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original beauty of simplicity. Indeed, there was a sad 
change in the content expressed through the clay art; this 
era for the figurines was marked with blood and tears. 

In the last half century, Huishan Clay Figurines have 
been rejuvenated. Great changes have taken place in 
terms of artists’ economic life and philosophical views, 
as well as the content and presentation techniques for the 
figurines. Today, in order to better express themselves 
and reflect the people’s lives, clay artists continuously 
learn from other art forms while carrying forward their 
own tradition.

A Flower Has Bloomed for Four Hundred Years
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Huishan Clay Figurines
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Family-based clay figurine workshop
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Huishan Spring: “The Second Spring in the World”


